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a b s t r a c t
For an r = 0, 1, . . . ,∞, byD r (R),D r+(R),D rc (R)we denote respectively the groups of C r
diffeomorphisms, orientation-preserving C r diffeomorphisms, and compactly supported
C r diffeomorphisms of the real line. We think of these groups as bitopologies spaces
endowed with the compact-open C r topology and the Whitney C r topology. We prove
that all the triples (D r (R),D r+(R),D rc (R)), 0 ≤ r ≤ ∞, are pairwise bitopologically
equivalent, which allows us to apply known results on the topological structure of
homeomorphism groups of the real line to recognizing the topological structure of the
diffeomorphism groups of R.
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1. Introduction
Groups of homeomorphisms and diffeomorphisms of smooth manifolds are classical objects in Differential Geometry
and Topology; see [1]. In this paper we shall study the compact-open and Whitney C r topologies on the group D r(R)
of C r diffeomorphisms of the real line for r = 0, 1, . . . ,∞. The group D r(R) will be considered together with the
subgroup D r+(R) ⊂ D r(R) of orientation-preserving C r diffeomorphisms of R, and the subgroup D rc (R) ⊂ D+(R) of
C r diffeomorphisms h : R→ R that have compact support supp(h) = clR{x ∈ R : h(x) 6= x}. In such a way, we obtain the
triple of diffeomorphism groups (D r(R),D r+(R),D rc (R)).
The groupD r(R) carries two natural topologies: the compact-open C r topology and the Whitney C r topology; see [1,2].
It will be convenient to consider those two topologies on D r(R) simultaneously by thinking of D r(R) as a bitopological
space.
By a bitopological space we understand a triple (X, w, s) consisting of a set X and two topologies w ⊂ s on X , called
the weak and strong topologies of the bitopological space. A function f : X → Y between bitopological spaces is called
weakly (resp. strongly) continuous if f is continuous with respect to the weak (resp. strong) topologies on X and Y . A function
f : X → Y is bicontinuous if f is both weakly and strongly continuous. Two bitopological spaces are called bihomeomorphic
(resp. weakly homeomorphic, strongly homeomorphic) if there is a bijective map f : X → Y such that both f and f −1 are
bicontinuous (resp. weakly continuous, strongly continuous).
Examples of bitopological spaces very often arise in Topology and Functional Analysis. For example, for two topological
spacesX, Y the spaceC(X, Y )of continuous functions fromX toY canbe seen as a bitopological spacewhoseweak and strong
topologies are the compact-open and Whitney topologies. We recall that the Whitney topology on C(X, Y ) is generated by
the base consisting of the sets UΓ = {f ∈ C(X, Y ) : {(x, f (x)) : x ∈ X} ⊂ U}where U runs over open subsets of X × Y .
Another example of a bitopological space is the Cartesian product5i∈IXi of topological spaces Xi, i ∈ I. Its weak topology
is the Tychonov product topology while the strong topology is the box-product topology. The latter is generated by the base
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consisting of products
∏
i∈I Ui of open subsets Ui ⊂ Xi, i ∈ I. The product
∏
i∈I Xi endowed with the box-product topology
is denoted by i∈IXi. If each space Xi, i ∈ I, has a distinguished point ∗i ∈ Xi, then the product5i∈IXi contains an important
subspace
6i∈IXi =
{
(xi)i∈I ∈
∏
i∈I
Xi : |{i ∈ I : xi 6= ∗i}| < ℵ0
}
called the σ -product of the pointed spaces Xi.
If all the spaces Xi, i ∈ I, coincide with some fixed space X , then the spaces 5i∈IX and 6i∈IX are denoted by 5IX and
6IX , respectively. It is interesting to remark that the bitopological space 5IX is bihomeomorphic to the function space
C(I, X)where I is endowed with the discrete topology.
The spaces5IX and6IX endowedwith the Tychonov product topology are denoted by
∏I X and∑I X . The same spaces
endowed with the box-product topology are denoted by IX and  I X , respectively. So, in a sense, the bitopological space
5IX decomposes into two topological spaces:
∏I X and IX . The same remark concerns the bitopological space 6IX that
decomposes into two topological spaces
∑I X and  I X .
Bitopological spaces that are (locally) homeomorphic to 6ωR were characterized in the paper [3] that also presents
many examples of such spaces appearing in Topology, Topological Algebra or Analysis. In particular, it is proved in [3] that a
bitopological linear space X is bihomeomorphic to6ωR if and only if X has infinite algebraic dimension, the weak topology
of X is metrizable and X endowed with its strong topology is the direct limit of finite-dimensional compacta; see [3, 2.2].
Another natural example of a bitopological spacewhose bitopological structure has been recognized is the function space
C(R) endowedwith the compact-open andWhitney topologies. According to the (proof of the)main result in [4] the function
space C(R) is bihomeomorphic to the countable power5ωl2 of the separable Hilbert space l2. The same result is true for a
bitopological space C r(R) of C r -differentiable functions on the real line. Theweak and strong topologies of C r(R) are induced
from the weak and strong topologies of the product5m∈ZC r(Im) via the embedding
C r(R) ↪→ 5m∈ZC r(Im), f 7→ (f |Im)m∈Z.
Here C r(Im) is the Fréchet space of all C r differentiable functions f : Im → R on the closed interval Im = [m,m + 1]. The
(metrizable) topology of C r(Im) is generated by the seminorms
‖f ‖n = max
0≤k≤n
max
x∈Im
|f (k)(x)| (n ∈ ω, n ≤ r).
The weak topology of the bitopological space C r(R) is referred to as the compact-open C r topology while the strong
topology as theWhitney C r topology; see [1,2].
In the space C r(R) consider the subspace
C rc (R) = {f ∈ C r(R) : f |R \ K ≡ 0 for some compact subset K ⊂ R}
consisting of C r differentiable functions with compact support.
The following theorem describing the bitopological structure of the pair (C r(R), C rc (R))was implicitly proved in [4,5].
Theorem 1.1 (Guran, Zarichnyi). For every r ∈ ω ∪ {∞} the pair (C r(R), C rc (R)) is bihomeomorphic to the pair (5ωl2,6ωl2).
We say that for bitopological spaces X, Y and their subsets X ′ ⊂ X and Y ′ ⊂ Y the pairs (X, X ′) and (Y , Y ′) are
bihomeomorphic if there is a bihomeomorphism h : X → Y such that h(X ′) = Y ′.
In this paper we concentrate at studying the bitopological structure of the diffeomorphism group D r(R) ⊂ C r(R) and
its subgroupsD r+(R) andD rc (R). For r = 0 the groupD0(R) turns into the homeomorphism groupH(R) of the real line.
In this case the triple (D0(R),D0+(R),D0c (R)) is denoted by (H(R),H+(R),Hc(R)). In [6] it was proved that the pair
(H+(R),Hc(R)) is weakly and strongly homeomorphic to the pair (5ωl2,6ωl2) (but we do not know if these two pairs are
bihomeomorphic!)
In this paper we shall extend the mentioned result to the pairs (D r+(R),D rc (R)) for all r ≤ ∞. Our principal result is:
Theorem 1.2. For every r ∈ ω∪{∞} the triple (D r(R),D r+(R),D rc (R)) is bihomeomorphic to the triple (H(R),H+(R),Hc(R)).
Wesay that for bitopological spacesX, Y and their subsetsX1, X2 ⊂ X and Y1, Y2 ⊂ Y the triples (X, X1, X2) and (Y , Y1, Y2)
are bihomeomorphic if there is a bihomeomorphism h : X → Y such that h(X1) = Y1 and h(X2) = Y2.
By [6] the pairs of homeomorphism groups (H+(R),Hc(R)) and (H(R),Hc(R)) endowed with the Whitney topology
are homeomorphic to the pair (ωl2, ω l2). This fact combined with Theorem 1.2 implies
Corollary 1.1. For every r ∈ ω∪{∞} the pairs (D r(R),D rc (R)) and (D r+(R),D rc (R)) of diffeomorphism groups endowed with
the Whitney C r topology are homeomorphic to the pair (ωl2, ω l2).
On the other hand, the pair of homeomorphism groups (H+(R),Hc(R)) endowed with the compact-open topology is
homeomorphic to the pair (
∏ω l2,∑ω l2); see [6]. Combining this fact with Theorem 1.2 we get another
Corollary 1.2. For every r ∈ ω ∪ {∞} the pair (D r+(R),D rc (R)) of diffeomorphism groups endowed with the compact-open C r
topology is homeomorphic to the pair (
∏ω l2,∑ω l2).
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2. Preliminaries
In what follows, n,m, k, i, s will denote elements of the set ω of all non-negative integers. On the other hand, r ∈
ω ∪ {∞} can also accept the infinite value∞. Each number n ∈ ω will be identified with the discrete topological space
n = {0, . . . , n− 1}. By R+ = (0,∞)we denote the open half-line.
For an r ∈ ω ∪ {∞} by C r(R) we denote the space of all C r differentiable functions f : R → R. This space has a rich
algebraic structure. First, it is an algebrawith respect to the addition f +g and themultiplication fg of functions f , g ∈ C r(R).
On the other hand, C r(R) is a monoid with respect to the operation f ◦ g of composition of functions. The identity map idR
of R is the two-sided unit of this monoid, whileD r(R) is the subgroup of invertible element of C r(R). The groupD r+(R) of
orientation-preserving C r diffeomorphisms of R lies in the submonoid C r+(R) ⊂ C r(R) consisting of functions f : R → R
with strictly positive derivative f ′. If r = 0 then C r+(R) is the space of strictly increasing continuous functions on R. The
classical theorem of Inverse Function implies that the groupD r+(R) coincides with the set of surjective functions f ∈ C r+(R).
If no other topology on C r(R) is specified, then we think of C r(R) as a bitopological space endowed with the compact-
open and Whitney C r topologies defined in Introduction. For each function f ∈ C r(R) and every n ∈ ω, n ≤ r we can
calculate the (finite or infinite) norm
‖f ‖n = max
0≤k≤n
sup
x∈R
|f (k)(x)|.
For a subset B ⊂ Rwe put C r(R, B) = {f ∈ C r(R) : f (R) ⊂ B}. If r = 0, then we write C(R) instead of C0(R). Functions
f ∈ C∞(R)will be called smooth.
3. The differential operators ∂DA
Given a point a ∈ R and a number n ∈ ω, consider the differential operator
∂ (n)a : C∞(R)→ R, ∂ (n)a : f 7→ f (n)(a)
assigning to a C∞ differentiable function its nth derivative at the point a.
For a subset D ⊂ ω, the operators ∂ (n)a , n ∈ D, compose an operator
∂Da : C∞(R)→ RD, ∂Da : f 7→ (f (n)(a))n∈D.
The powerRD is considered as a bitopological space whose weak and strong topologies coincide with the Tychonov product
topology.
Now let A be a closed discrete subspace of R. The operators ∂Da , a ∈ A, compose a bicontinuous operator
∂DA : C∞(R)→ 5ARD, ∂DA : f 7→ (∂Da f )a∈A = (f (n)(a))n∈Da∈A .
Here5ARD is a bitopological space whose weak topology is the Tychonov product topology while the strong topology is the
box topology of the space ARD.
Now we shall try to locate the image ∂DA (D
∞+ (R)) ofD∞+ (R) in5ARD. For the singleton D = 1 = {0} ⊂ ω, this is easy:
the image ∂1A (D
∞+ (R)) = {(f (a))a∈A ∈ 5AR : f ∈ D∞+ (R)} coincides with the set D1+(A) of all sequences (f 0a )a∈A such that
• f 0a < f 0b for any a < b in A;• infa∈A f 0a = −∞ if inf A = −∞, and• supa∈A f 0a = +∞ if sup A = +∞.
For a subset D ⊂ ω containing 0 and 1 we put
DD+(A) = {(f na )n∈Da∈A ∈ 5ARD : (f 0a )a∈A ∈ D1+(A) and (f 1a )a∈A ∈ RA+}
and observe that ∂DA (D
∞+ (R)) ⊂ DD+(A).
The proof of Theorem 1.2 will heavily rely on the fact that the differential operator ∂ωZ : D∞+ (R) → Dω+(Z) has a
bicontinuous section EZ : Dω+(Z) → D∞+ (R). Given a double sequence f = (f na )n∈ωa∈Z ∈ Dω+(Z) ⊂ 5ZRω the operator EZ
returns a smooth function EZf ∈ D∞+ (R)with derivatives (EZf )(n)(a) = f na , n ∈ ω, at each point a ∈ Z.
The construction of the section EZ will rely on the sections E1 and E2 of the operators ∂ω1 and ∂
ω
2 for the singleton
1 = {0} ⊂ R and the doubleton 2 = {0, 1} ⊂ R.
By a section of a function f : X → Y we understand any function g : Y → X such that f ◦ g = idY .
4. A section E1 of the operator ∂ω1
In this section we shall construct a weakly continuous section E1 of the differential operator
∂ω1 : D∞+ (R)→ Dω+(1) ⊂ Rω, ∂ω1 : f 7→ (f (n)(0))n∈ω
for the singleton 1 = {0} ⊂ R. Here Dω+(1) = {(f n0 )n∈ω ∈ Rω : f 10 > 0} ⊂ Rω is a bitopological space whose weak and
strong topologies coincide with the Tychonov product topology inherited from Rω .
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Proposition 4.1. The operator ∂ω1 : D∞+ (R)→ Dω+(1) has a weakly continuous section E1 : Dω+(1)→ D∞+ (R). Consequently,
∂ω1 (D
∞+ (R)) = Dω+(1).
The proof of this proposition is rather long and requires a lot of preliminary work.
Choose a smooth function γ : R→ [0, 1] such that γ (x) = 1 if |x| ≤ 1/2 and γ (x) = 0 if |x| ≥ 1.
Lemma 4.1. (1) The map R 3 c 7−→ γ (cx) ∈ C∞(R) is weakly continuous.
(2) For any c > 0 and n, s ∈ ω we have
∣∣∣(xnγ (cx))(s)∣∣∣ ≤ (2n)scs−n‖γ ‖s (x ∈ R).
Proof. (2)(
xnγ (cx)
)(s) = s∑
k=0
( s
k
)
(xn)(k)γ (cx)(s−k)
=
min n,s∑
k=0
( s
k
) n!
(n− k)!x
n−kγ (s−k)(cx)cs−k.
Here, as expected,
( s
k
) = s!k!(s−k)! stands for the binomial coefficient. Therefore, we have∣∣∣(xnγ (cx))(s)∣∣∣ ≤ min{n,s}∑
k=0
( s
k
) n!
(n− k)! |x|
n−k|γ (s−k)(cx)|cs−k
≤
min{n,s}∑
k=0
( s
k
) n!
(n− k)! c
−(n−k)‖γ (s−k)‖0cs−k
≤ cs−n
min{n,s}∑
k=0
( s
k
)
nk‖γ (s−k)‖0 ≤ cs−nns‖γ ‖s
s∑
k=0
( s
k
)
= (2n)scs−n‖γ ‖s. 
Let n ∈ ω. For b ∈ R and c > 0, consider the function gn(x) = bn! xnγ (cx) ∈ C∞(R).
Lemma 4.2. (1) The map R× R+ 3 (b, c) 7−→ gn ∈ C∞(R) is weakly continuous.
(2) Suppose s ≥ 0 and n ≥ s+ 1.
(i) If c ≥ 1, then
∥∥∥g(s)n ∥∥∥
0
≤ |b|(2n)sc−1‖γ ‖n.
(ii) If d > 0 and c = n22n |b|d ‖γ ‖n + 3, then
∥∥∥g(s)n ∥∥∥
0
≤ ns−1d2n .
Proof. (2) Since g(s)n (x) = bn!
(
xnγ (cx)
)(s), from Lemma 4.1 it follows that∣∣g(s)n (x)∣∣ = |b|n! ∣∣∣(xnγ (cx))(s)∣∣∣ ≤ |b|(2n)scs−n‖γ ‖s ≤ |b| (2n)scs−n‖γ ‖n.
(i) Since c ≥ 1 and n ≥ s+ 1, we have
∣∣∣g(s)n (x)∣∣∣ ≤ |b|(2n)sc−1‖γ ‖n (x ∈ R).
(ii) If b = 0, then the assertion is trivial. If b 6= 0, since c ≥ 1 and c > n22n |b|d ‖γ ‖n, by (i) we have∣∣g(s)n (x)∣∣ ≤ |b|(2n)s‖γ ‖nc ≤ |b|(2n)s‖γ ‖nn22n |b|d ‖γ ‖n =
2s
2n
ns−1d
2n
≤ n
s−1d
2n
(x ∈ R). 
Let us recall that Dω+(1) = {(f n0 )n∈ω ∈ Rω : f 10 > 0}. Given a sequence f = (f n0 )n∈ω ∈ Dω+(1), consider the sequence of
functions gn ∈ C∞(R) defined by g0(x) = f 00 , g1(x) = f 10 · x, and gn(x) = f
n
0
n! x
nγ (cnx), where cn = n22n |f
n
0 |
f 10
‖γ ‖n + 3 for
n ≥ 2.
The following lemma implies Proposition 4.1.
Lemma 4.3. (1) The series
∑∞
n=0 g
(s)
n converges uniformly for any s ∈ ω.
(2) The function g :=∑∞n=0 gn satisfies the following conditions:
(i) g ∈ C∞(R), (ii) g(s) =
∞∑
n=0
g(s)n (s ∈ ω), (iii) ∂ω1 g = f ,
(iv) g ′(x) > 0, (v) g(x) = f 00 + f 10 · x (|x| ≥ 1/3) and (vi) g ∈ D∞+ (R).
(3) The map E1 : Dω+(1)→ D∞+ (R) ⊂ C∞(R), E1 : f 7→ g, is weakly continuous.
(4) ∂ω1 (D
∞+ (R)) = Dω+(1).
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Proof. By Lemma 4.2 (2-ii), for s ≥ 0 and n ≥ s+ 2 we have
∥∥∥g(s)n ∥∥∥
0
≤ ns−1f 102n .
(1) Since
∑∞
n=0
ns
2n <∞, we have
∑∞
n=2
∥∥∥g(s)n ∥∥∥
0
<∞, which implies the assertion.
(2) The assertions (i), (ii) follow from (1) and the basic properties of uniformly convergent series.
(iii) Since g0(x) = f 00 , g1(x) = f 10 · x, gn(x) = f
n
0
n! x
n (|x| < 12cn ) (n ≥ 2), it follows that
g(s)n (0) = f n0 δn,s (n ≥ 0) and g(s)(0) =
∞∑
n=0
g(s)n (0) = f s0 .
(iv) Since g ′(x) =∑∞n=0 g(1)n (x) = f 10 +∑∞n=2 g(1)n (x), it follows that
|g ′(x)− f 10 | =
∣∣∣∣∣ ∞∑
n=2
g(1)n (x)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∞∑
n=2
∣∣g(1)n (x)∣∣ ≤ ∞∑
n=2
∥∥g(1)n ∥∥0
≤
∞∑
n=2
f 10
2n
= f
1
0
2
,
and so g ′(x) ≥ 12 f 10 > 0.
(v) The conclusion follows from the equality gn(x) = 0 holding for all n ≥ 2 and |x| ≥ 1/3.
(vi) By (v) g is surjective. Thus, by (i) and (iv) we have g ∈ D∞+ (R).
(3) The weak continuity of the map E1 : Dω+(1) → D∞+ (R), E1 : f 7→ g , will follow as soon as we check that for every
s ∈ ω the map
∂ (s) ◦ E1 : Dω+(1)→ C(R), ∂ (s) ◦ E1 : f 7→ g(s),
is weakly continuous.
By (2)-(ii) we have g(s) =∑∞n=0 g(s)n . Note that the following maps are weakly continuous:
Dω+(1) 3 f 7−→ gn ∈ C∞(R), Dω+(1) 3 f 7−→ g(s)n ∈ C(R).
The weak continuity of gn in f follows from the definition of gn and the weak continuity of g
(s)
n in f follows from the weak
continuity of the map C∞(R) 3 h 7−→ h(s) ∈ C(R). Since
∥∥∥g(s)n ∥∥∥
0
≤ ns−1f 102n (n ≥ s + 2), we see that the map ∂ (s) ◦ E1 is
weakly continuous.
(4) The equality ∂ω1 (D
∞+ (R)) = Dω+(1) follows from (2-iii). 
5. A section E2 of the operator ∂ω2
In this section for the doubleton 2 = {0, 1} ⊂ Rwe construct a continuous section E2 of the differential operator
∂ω2 : D∞+ (R)→ Dω+(2), ∂ω2 : f 7→ (f (n)(a))n∈ωa∈2 .
Here
Dω+(2) = {(f na )n∈ωa∈2 : f 00 < f 01 , (f 1a )a∈2 ∈ R2+} ⊂ 5a∈2Rω
is a bitopological space whose weak and strong topologies coincide with the Tychonov product topology inherited from
5a∈2Rω .
Proposition 5.1. The operator ∂ω2 : D∞+ (R)→ Dω+(2) has a weakly continuous section E2 : Dω+(2)→ D∞+ (R). Consequently,
∂ω2 (D
∞+ (R)) = Dω+(2).
The proof of this proposition requires some preparatorywork. First, let us prove a lemma thatwill allow us to join smooth
increasing functions.
Lemma 5.1. If f , g ∈ C r+(R), f ≤ g, and α ∈ C∞(R, [0, 1]), α′ ≥ 0, then h := (1− α)f + αg ∈ C r+(R).
Proof. For r ≥ 1 we have h′ = (−α′)f + (1− α)f ′ + α′g + αg ′ = α′(g − f )+ (1− α)f ′ + αg ′ > 0.
If r = 0, then for any real numbers x < ywe get α(x) ≤ α(y) and
h(x) = (1− α(x))f (x)+ α(x)g(x) < (1− α(x))f (y)+ α(x)g(y)
= f (y)+ α(x)(g(y)− f (y)) ≤ f (y)+ α(y)(g(y)− f (y)) = h(y),
witnessing that h ∈ C0+(R). 
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Lemma 5.2. There exists a weakly continuous map E0 : Dω+(2)→ C∞+ (R) such that for every f = (f na )n∈ωa∈2 ∈ Dω+(2) the function
E0f has the following properties:
1. (E0f )(n)(0) = f n0 for all n ∈ ω;
2. E0f (R) =
(−∞, (f 00 + f 01 )/2).
Proof. Choose any smooth function α : R→ [0, 1] such that α′ ≥ 0, (−∞, 13 ] ⊂ α−1(0) and [ 23 ,+∞) ⊂ α−1(1). Also fix
a smooth function β ∈ C∞+ (R) such that β(R) = ( 13 , 12 ).
By Proposition 4.1, the differential operator
∂ω1 : D∞+ (R)→ Dω+(1), ∂ω1 : f 7→ (f (n)(0))n∈ω,
has a weakly continuous section E1 : Dω+(1)→ D∞+ (R).
Given a double sequence f = (f na )n∈ωa∈2 ∈ Dω+(2), consider the sequence f0 = (f n0 )n∈ω ∈ Dω+(1) and the smooth function
E1f0 ∈ D∞+ (R). Since E1f0(0) = f 00 < f 01 , the number cf = (E1f0)−1( 23 f 00 + 13 f 01 ) is positive. It follows that for every x ∈ [0, cf ]
we get E1f0(x) ≤ 23 f 00 + 13 f 01 < βf (x), where
βf (x) = f 00 + (f 01 − f 00 ) · β(x) ∈
(
2
3
f 00 +
1
3
f 01 ,
1
2
f 00 +
1
2
f 01
)
.
By Lemma 5.1, the function
E0f : x 7→ (1− α(cf x)) · E1f0(x)+ α(cf x) · βf (x)
belongs to C∞+ (R). The choice of the functions α guarantees that E0f (x) = βf (x) if x ≥ 23 cf and E0f (x) = E1f0(x) if x ≤ 13 cf .
Consequently,
E0f (R) = (−∞, sup
x∈R
βf (x)) =
(
−∞, f
0
0 + f 01
2
)
and
(E0f )(n)(0) = (E1f0)(n)(0) = f n0
for all n ∈ ω.
The construction of the function E0f implies that the map
E0 : Dω+(2)→ C∞+ (R), E0 : f 7→ E0f
is weakly continuous. 
By analogy we can prove
Lemma 5.3. There exists a weakly continuous map E1 : Dω+(2)→ C∞+ (R) such that for every f = (f na )n∈ωa∈2 ∈ Dω+(2) the function
E1f has the following properties:
1. (E1f )(n)(1) = f n1 for all n ∈ ω;
2. E1f (R) =
( f 00 +f 01
2 ,+∞
)
.
Proof of Proposition 5.1. Let E0, E1 : Dω+(2)→ C∞+ (R) be the weakly continuous maps given by Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3.
Fix a smooth function α ∈ C∞(R, [0, 1]) such that α′ ≥ 0, (−∞, 13 ] ⊂ α−1(0), and [ 23 ,+∞) ⊂ α−1(1).
Given a double sequence f = (f na )n∈ωa∈2 ∈ Dω+(2), consider the map
E2f : x 7→ (1− α(x)) · E0f (x)+ α(x) · E1f (x),
and observe that
E2f (x) =

E0f (x) if x ≤ 13 ,
E1f (x) if x ≥ 23 .
Consequently, (E2f )(n)(0) = (E0f )(n)(0) = f n0 and (E2f )(n)(1) = (E1f )(n)(1) = f n1 , witnessing that ∂ω2 (E2f ) = f .
It follows from supx∈R E0f (x) = f
0
0 +f 01
2 = infx∈R E1f (x) and Lemma 5.1 that the map
E2f = (1− α)E0f + αE1f
belongs to C∞+ (R). Being a surjective smooth function with positive derivative, the function E2f belongs to the
diffeomorphism groupD∞+ (R).
The weak continuity of the operators E0 and E1 imply the weak continuity of the extension operator
E2 : Dω+(2)→ D∞+ (R), E2 : f 7→ E2f . 
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6. A section EZ of the operator ∂ωZ
In this section we shall construct a bicontinuous section EZ of the differential operator
∂ωZ : D∞+ (R)→ Dω+(Z), ∂ωZ : f 7→ (f (n)(a))n∈ωa∈Z .
Here
Dω+(Z) = {(f na )n∈ωa∈Z ∈ 5a∈ZRω : (f 0a )a∈Z ∈ D1+(Z), (f 1a )a∈Z ∈ RZ+},
where
D1+(Z) = {(f 0a )a∈Z ∈ 5a∈ZR : f 0a < f 0a+1 (∀a ∈ Z), infa∈Z f
0
a = −∞, sup
a∈Z
f 0a = +∞}.
The spaceDω+(Z) is a subspace of the bitopological space5ZRωwhoseweak topology is the Tychonovproduct topologywhile
the strong topology is the topology of the box-product ZRω . The same concerns the subspace D1+(Z) of the bitopological
space5ZR endowed with the Tychonov and box-product topologies.
It is clear that the image ∂1Z(D
∞
c (R)) of the groupD
∞
c (R) of compactly supported C
∞ diffeomorphisms of the real line
lies in the subset
D1c (Z) = {(f 0a )a∈Z ∈ D1+(Z) : |{a ∈ Z : f 0a 6= a}| < ℵ0} ⊂ D1+(Z).
By analogy, the image ∂ωZ (D
∞
c (R)) ofD
∞
c (R) lies in the subset
Dωc (Z) = {(f na )n∈ωa∈Z ∈ Dω+(Z) : |{a ∈ Z : (f na )n∈ω 6= ∂ωa idR}| < ℵ0} ⊂ Dω+(Z).
Proposition 6.1. The differential operator ∂ωZ : D∞+ (R)→ Dω+(Z) has a bicontinuous section EZ : Dω+(Z)→ D∞+ (R) such that
EZ(Dωc (Z)) ⊂ D∞c (R). Consequently, ∂ωZ (D∞+ (R)) = Dω+(Z) and ∂ωZ (D∞c (R)) = Dωc (Z).
We shall prove this proposition after some preparatory work.
Given a point a ∈ R and two function f , g : R → R with f (a) = g(a) let f ∪a g be the function equal to f on the ray
(−∞, a] and to g on the ray [a,+∞). It is clear that f ∪a g is continuous if so are the functions f and g .
In order to describe the smoothness properties of f ∪a g , for every n ≤ r ≤ ∞ consider the differential operator
∂6na : C r(R)→
n∏
k=0
R, ∂6na : f 7→ (f (k)(a))nk=0.
The next lemma follows from the definition of the derivative and the induction on n ∈ ω.
Lemma 6.1. If f , g ∈ Cn(R) and ∂6na f = ∂6na g, then h = f ∪a g ∈ Cn(R) and h(n) = f (n) ∪a g(n).
Lemma 6.2. Suppose f , g, φ, ψ ∈ Dn+(R), and let a ∈ R and b = f (a).
(1) If ∂6na f = ∂6na g and ∂6nb φ = ∂6nb ψ , then ∂6na (φ ◦ f ) = ∂6na (ψ ◦ g).
(2) If ∂6na f = ∂6na g, then ∂6nb f −1 = ∂6nb g−1.
In particular, (i) ∂6na f = ∂6na idR iff ∂6na f −1 = ∂6na idR, and (ii) ∂6na (ϕ ◦ f ) = ∂6na ϕ iff ∂6na f = ∂6na idR.
Proof. (1) Lemma 6.1 implies
f ∪a g, φ ∪b ψ ∈ Dn+(R) and h := (φ ◦ f )∪a(ψ ◦ g) = (φ ∪b ψ) ◦ (f ∪a g) ∈ Dn+(R)
and hence ∂6na (φ ◦ f ) = ∂6na h = ∂6na (ψ ◦ g).
(2) Since f ∪a g ∈ Dn+(R), we get h := f −1 ∪b g−1 = (f ∪a g)−1 ∈ Dn+(R) and hence ∂6nb f −1 = ∂6nb h = ∂6nb g−1. 
We shall use Lemma 6.2 to prove the following self-generalization of Proposition 5.1.
Proposition 6.2. For any doubleton A = {a, b} ⊂ R the differential operator
∂ωA : D∞+ (R)→ Dω+(A), ∂ωA : g 7→
(
g(n)(x)
)n∈ω
x∈A ,
admits a weakly continuous section EA : Dω+(A)→ D∞+ (R) such that EA ◦ ∂ωA (idR) = idR.
Proof. According to Proposition 5.1, the differential operator ∂ω2 : D∞+ (R) → Dω+(2) has a weakly continuous section
E2 : Dω+(2)→ D∞+ (R).
Write A = {a, a+ c} for some c > 0 and consider the affine map `(x) = a+ cx of the real line whichmaps the doubleton
2 = {0, 1} onto the doubleton A. This map induces two weak homeomorphisms:
L : D∞+ (R)→ D∞+ (R), L : f 7→ f ◦ `,
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and
Λ : Dω+(A)→ Dω+(2), Λ : (f na )n∈ωa∈A 7→
(
cn · f n`(a))n∈ωa∈2 .
For every f ∈ C∞(R) and n ∈ ω we get (f ◦ `)(n)(x) = cnf (n)(`(x)). This yields the commutativity of the following
diagram:
D∞+ (R)
L−−−−→ D∞+ (R)
∂ωA
y y∂ω2
Dω+(A)
Λ−−−−→ Dω+(2)
It follows that the map E˜A = L−1 ◦ E2 ◦ Λ is a weakly continuous section of the operator ∂ωA . However this section can
map the double sequence ∂ωA idR ∈ Dω+(A) onto some function g = E˜A(∂ωA idR) that is not equal to idR. To fix this problem,
we modify the map E˜A to the map
EA : Dω+(A)→ D∞+ (R), EA : f 7→ (E˜Af ) ◦ g−1.
This map is weakly continuous becauseD∞+ (R) endowed with the compact-open C∞ is a topological group. It is clear that
EA∂
ω
A idR = (E˜A∂ωA idR) ◦ g−1 = g ◦ g−1 = idR.
According to Lemma 6.2, the equality ∂ωA g = ∂ωA idA implies that ∂ωA g−1 = ∂ωA idR. Then for every f ∈ Dω+(A)we get
∂ωA EAf = ∂ωA
((
E˜Af
) ◦ g−1) = ∂ωA E˜Af = f ,
witnessing that EA : Dω+(A)→ D∞+ (R) is a section of the operator ∂ωA . 
Proof of Proposition 6.1. We need to construct a bicontinuous section EZ : Dω+(Z)→ D∞+ (R) of the differential operator
∂ωZ : D∞+ (R)→ Dω+(Z) such that EZ(Dωc (Z)) ⊂ D∞c (R).
For every m ∈ Z consider the closed interval Im = [m,m + 1] and its boundary ∂Im = {m,m + 1} in R. It is clear that
the projection
pim : Dω+(Z)→ Dω+(∂Im), pim : (f na )n∈ωa∈Z 7→ (f na )n∈ωa∈∂Im
is bicontinuous.
By Proposition 6.2, for everym ∈ Z the differential operator ∂ω∂Im : D∞(R)→ Dω+(∂Im) has a weakly continuous section
E∂Im : Dω+(∂In)→ D∞+ (R) such that (E∂Im ◦ ∂ω∂Im)idR = idR.
Define the map EZ : Dω+(Z) → D∞+ (R) assigning to each double sequence f = (f na )n∈ωa∈Z ∈ Dω+(Z) the function
EZf ∈ D∞+ (R) defined by
(EZf )|Im = (E∂Impimf )|Im for everym ∈ Z.
Let us show that this definition is correct. For every m ∈ Z consider the smooth function gm = E∂Im(pimf ) ∈ D∞+ (R).
It follows that g(n)m (m) = f nm and g(n)m (m + 1) = f nm+1 for every n ∈ ω, and hence g(n)m (m) = f nm = g(n)m−1(m).
Consequently, ∂ωmgm = ∂ωmgm−1 and then the function gm−1 ∪m gm is smooth with ∂ωm(gm−1 ∪m gm) = (f nm)n∈ω . Since
(EZf )|[m− 1,m+ 1] = (gm−1 ∪m gm)|[m− 1,m+ 1], we conclude that EZf is smooth on the open interval (m− 1,m+ 1)
and ∂ωmEZf = (f nm)n∈ω . This implies that ∂ωZ EZf = f and hence EZ : Dω+(Z)→ D∞+ (R) is a required section of the differential
operator ∂ωZ : D∞+ (R)→ Dω+(Z).
Using the fact that for every f ∈ Dω(Z) the values of the function EZf on each interval Im, m ∈ Z, depend only on the
projection pimf ∈ Dω+(∂Im), we can show that the map EZ : Dω+(Z)→ D∞(R) is bicontinuous.
Finally we check that EZ(Dωc (Z)) ⊂ D∞c (R). Take any f = (f na )n∈ωa∈Z ∈ Dωc (Z). By the definition of Dωc (Z), there exists
M ∈ ω such that (f na )n∈ω = ∂ωa idR for every a ∈ Zwith |a| ≥ M − 1.
Then for every m ∈ Z with |m| > M we get pimf = ∂ω∂Im idR and E∂Impimf = idR. Consequently, EZf |Im = E∂Impimf |Im =
idR|Im for allm > |M|, which means that EZf ∈ D∞c (R). 
7. The proof of Theorem 1.2
We need to prove that for every r ∈ ω ∪ {∞} the triple of diffeomorphism groups (D r(R),D r+(R),D rc (R))
endowed with the compact-open and Whitney C r topologies is bihomeomorphic to the triple of homeomorphism groups
(H(R),H+(R),Hc(R)) endowed with the compact-open and Whitney topologies.
First we show that the couple (D r+(R),D rc (R)) is bihomeomorphic to (H+(R),Hc(R)).
Consider the bicontinuous differential operator
∂
6r
Z : D r+(R)→ Dω+(Z)
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assigning to each C r diffeomorphism f ∈ D r+(R) the double sequence (f na )n∈ωa∈Z where
f na =
f
(n)(a) if n ≤ r,
1 if r < n = 1,
0 if r < n 6= 1.
It is clear that ∂6rZ mapsD
r+(Z) andD rc (R) into the subspaces
D6r+ (Z) = {(f na )n∈ωa∈Z ∈ Dω+(Z) : f na = ∂ (n)a idR for all n > r and a ∈ Z}
and
D6rc (Z) = D6r+ (Z) ∩ Dωc (Z)
of the bitopological space
Dω+(Z) = {(f na )n∈ωa∈Z : (f 0a )a∈Z ∈ D1+(Z), (f 1a )a∈Z ∈ 5ZR+}.
By the definition of the spaces D6r+ (Z) and D6rc (Z), the correspondence
(f na )
n∈ω
a∈Z ←→
(
(f 0a )a∈Z, (log f
1
a , (f
n
a )
n=2,...,r)a∈Z
)
yields the following conclusion:
Claim 7.1. The pair (D6r+ (Z),D6rc (Z)) is bihomeomorphic to the pair (D1+(Z)×5ZRr ,D1c (Z)× 6ZRr).
Lemma 6.2 implies that the subset
D r(R;Z) = {f ∈ D r+(R) : ∂6rZ f = ∂6rZ idR}
is a (weakly) closed subgroup ofD r+(R).
The bitopological structure of the subgroupD r(R;Z) can be described as follows. Using Lemma 6.1, one can check that
the map
Ψ : D r(R;Z)→ 5m∈ZC r(Im), Ψ : f 7→ (f |Im)m∈Z
determines a bihomeomorphism of the groupD r(R;Z) onto the product5m∈ZD r∂(Im) of the groups
D r∂(Im) = {f ∈ C r+(Im) : ∂6r∂Im f = ∂6r∂Im idR} ⊂ C r(Im).
The product5m∈ZD r∂(Im) is considered as a bitopological space carrying the Tychonov and box-product topologies.
The bihomeomorphism Ψ maps the subgroupD rc (R;Z) = D r(R;Z) ∩D rc (R) ofD r(R;Z) onto the subspace
6m∈ZD r∂(Im) = {(fm)m∈Z ∈ 5m∈ZD r∂(Im) : |{m ∈ Z : fm 6= idIm}| < ℵ0}
of5m∈ZD r∂(Im).
Observe that for every integer number m ∈ Z the group D r∂(Im) is a convex subset of the Fréchet space
C r(Im). Consequently, this group is an absolute retract according to the Borsuk–Dugundji Theorem [7,8]. Being a Polish
non-locally compact absolute retract, the group D r∂(Im) is homeomorphic to the separable Hilbert space l2 by the
Dobrowolski–Toruńczyk Theorem [9].
Now we see that the pair (5m∈ZD r∂(Im),6m∈ZD
r
∂(Im)) is bihomeomorphic to the pair (5
Zl2,6Zl2). Taking into account
that the former pair is bihomeomorphic to (D r(R;Z),D rc (R;Z)), we get
Claim 7.2. The pair (D r(R;Z),D rc (R;Z)) is bihomeomorphic to (5Zl2,6Zl2).
By Proposition 6.1, the operator ∂ωZ : D∞+ (R) → Dω+(Z) has a bicontinuous section EZ : Dω+(Z) → D∞+ (R) such that
EZ(Dωc (Z)) ⊂ D∞c (R). It is easy to see that EZ restricted to D6r+ (Z) ⊂ Dω+(Z) is a bicontinuous section of the operator
∂
6r
Z : D r+(R)→ D6r+ (Z).
Now consider the map
Φ : D6r+ (Z)×D r(R;Z)→ D r+(R), Φ : (f , g) 7→ (EZf ) ◦ g.
The bicontinuity of the map Φ follows from the bicontinuity of the section EZ and the bicontinuity of the group operation
onD r+(R).
In fact, the mapΦ is a bihomeomorphism. Its inverse is defined by
Φ ′ : D r+(R)→ D6r+ (Z)×D r(R;Z), Φ ′ : h 7→ (∂6rZ h, (EZ∂6rZ h)−1 ◦ h).
For every h ∈ D r+(R) and g = EZ∂6rZ h, since ∂6rZ g = ∂6rZ EZ∂6rZ f = ∂6rZ f , from Lemma 6.2 it follows that ∂6rZ g−1 = ∂6rZ f −1
and ∂6rZ (g
−1 ◦ f ) = ∂6rZ (f −1 ◦ f ) = ∂6rZ idR, which witnesses that g−1 ◦ f ∈ D r(R;Z). The bicontinuity of the map Φ ′
follows from the bicontinuity of the maps EZ, ∂
6r
Z and the group operations on D
r(R). It also follows from EZ(Dωc (Z)) ⊂
D∞c (R) that Φ ′(D rc (R)) = D6rc (Z) × D rc (R;Z). This means that the pair (D r+(R),D rc (R)) is bihomeomorphic to the pair
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(D6r+ (Z)×D r(R;Z),D6rc (Z)×D rc (R;Z)). By Claims 7.1 and 7.2, the latter pair is bihomeomorphic to the pair(
D1+(Z)×5ZRr ×5Zl2,D1c (Z)× 6ZRr × 6Zl2
)
,
which is bihomeomorphic to(
D1+(Z)×5Zl2,D1c (Z)× 6Zl2
)
.
Thus we have proved
Lemma 7.1. For every r ∈ ω ∪ {∞} the pair (D r+(R),D rc (R)) is bihomeomorphic to the pair
(
D1+(Z)×5Zl2,D1c (Z)×6Zl2
)
.
This lemma implies that for every r ∈ ω ∪ {∞} the pair (D r+(R),D rc (R)) is bihomeomorphic to the pair
(D0+(R),D0c (R)) = (H+(R),Hc(R)). Consequently, there is a bihomeomorphism H : D r+(R) → H+(R) such that
H(D rc (R)) = Hc(R).
It remains to extend the bihomeomorphism H to a bihomeomorphism H˜ : D r(R) → H(R). For this fix any
diffeomorphism φ ∈ D∞(R) \ D∞+ (R). For example, we can take φ(x) = −x.
Extend the bihomeomorphism H to a bihomeomorphism H˜ : D r(R) → H(R) assigning to each f ∈ D r(R) the
diffeomorphism
H˜f =
{
Hf if f ∈ D r+(R)
φ−1 ◦ H(f ◦ φ) if f ∈ D r(R) \D r+(R).
It is clear that the bihomeomorphism H˜maps the pair (D r+(R),D rc (R)) onto the pair (H+(R),Hc(R)).
8. Open problems
By Corollaries 1.1 and 1.2, for every r ∈ ω ∪ {∞} the pair (D r+(R),D rc (R)) is weakly and strongly homeomorphic to the
pair (5ωl2,6ωl2).
Problem 8.1. Are the pairs (D r+(R),D rc (R)), r ∈ ω ∪ {∞}, bihomeomorphic to the pair (5ωl2,6ωl2)?
The answer to this problem is affirmative if the answer to the following problem is affirmative.
Problem 8.2. Is the pair (D1+(Z),D1c (Z)) bihomeomorphic to the pair (5ωR,6ωR)?
By [6], the pair (D1+(Z),D1c (Z)) is weakly and strongly homeomorphic to the pair (5ωR,6ωR).
Our next question asks if Theorem 1.2 can be generalized to all smooth manifolds.
Problem 8.3. Are the triples (D r(M),D r+(M),D rc (M)) and (H(M),H+(M),Hc(M)) bihomeomorphic for any connected
noncompact orientable C r manifoldM?
HereD r(M),D r+(M) andD rc (M) are the groups of C r diffeomorphisms, orientation-preserving C r diffeomorphisms and
compactly supported C r diffeomorphisms ofM , respectively. Those groups are bitopological spaces whose weak topology is
the compact-open C r topology while the strong topology is the Whitney C r topology (very strong C r topology in the sense
of [2]).
Finally, let us discuss the problem of bitopological characterization of spaces of the form 5ωX or 6ωX for simple
topological spaces X like I = [0, 1], Iω , R, or l2. The bitopological spaces 6ωI and 6ωIω have been characterized in [3].
This characterization implies that the bitopological spaces 6ωI and 6ωR are bihomeomorphic.
Problem 8.4. Give a bitopological characterization of the bitopological space 6ωl2.
Using the technique of [10,3] it can be shown that the bitopological space 6ωl2 is bihomeomorphic to l2 × 6ωR. So,
Problem 8.4 can be reformulated as the problem of bitopological characterization of the bitopological space l2 × 6ωR.
It should be mentioned that the topological characterizations of the topological spaces
∑ω l2 and  ω l2 (composing the
bitopological space 6ωl2) are known; see [11,12].
The bitopological equivalence of the spaces 6ωl2 and l2 × 6ωR suggests the following question.
Problem 8.5. Are the bitopological spaces5ωl2 and l2 ×5ωR bihomeomorphic?
In order to answer this problem it would be helpful to know the answer to the following (apparently, very difficult)
problem.
Problem 8.6. Give a bitopological characterization of the bitopological spaces5ωR and5ωl2.
By Anderson’s Theorem [13], the spaces 5ωR and 5ωl2 are weakly homeomorphic. On the other hand, these spaces
are not strongly homeomorphic because the connected components of those spaces endowed with the strong topology are
homeomorphic to the (non-homeomorphic) spaces  ω R and  ω l2, respectively.
The topological characterization of the spaces
∏ω R and∏ω l2 was given by Toruńczyk [14]. An analogous problem for
the respective box products is open.
Problem 8.7. Give a topological characterization of the spaces ωR and ωl2.
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